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islands had been touched by Magellan. Within fifteen years the Franciscans, Domini-
cans, and Jesuits had all arrived, and by 1600 it is estimated that some 400 mission-
aries were at work. Even though the Philippines were officially ruled from Mexico City
as an outpost of New Spain and such institutions as audlencia and encomienda were
imported from New Spain, the secular clergy never gained predominance over the
missionary orders in the same way they did in Spanish America. For their part the four
orders maintained an aggressive, almost conquistadorial zeal for Christianization not
only of the Philippines but also of China and Japan. Only Spanish or Spanish-
Neapolitan clerics were allowed in the Philippines, so the effort possessed a homo-
geneity not achieved in the rest of Asia.
As a result of this massive mission effort and the absence of a matured literate
civilization among the Filipinos the Spanish efforts at Christianization were more
successful in the Philippines than those of any Western nation in Asia. The missionaries
learned the local languages, established primary schools widely through the islands,
introduced the Roman alphabet for the vernacular languages, and spread literacy to
large numbers of Filipinos through both religious and secular subjects.
Unhampered in their devotion to educating as well as Christianizing the Filipinos
by a large immigration of colonial Spaniards, the missionaries did not divert education
from the indigenous population. Indeed, secondary schools and colleges as well as
primary schools were established to train an indigenous priesthood and teaching cadre.
By the mid-seventeenth century some of the Hispanic and humanistic studies, stressing
Latin, Greek, philosophy, theology and even law and medicine attained university
status. Because there was only a thin layer of Spanish officials to administer the islands
on behalf of the Spanish crown, the educated Filipinos began to serve the bureaucracy
as clerks and lower officials as early as the seventeenth century. Eventually, the
secondary and higher schools produced a Western-educated Spanish speaking elite who
formed the nucleus of anti-Spanish movements in the nineteenth century. In this
respect Spanish education in the Philippines served a purpose closer to that of English
education in India, or French education in Vietnam than Spanish education did in
New Spain.
In the classic cases of Western imperialism three discernible patterns of educa-
tion emerged. Where a relatively small but rotating class of Western administrators
ruled Asian or African peoples on behalf of the sovereign at home, one pattern of
education was to raise up a small indigenous elite trained in Western education as the
British did in India, and the British and French did in Africa. A second pattern was the
one we have described for Spanish America: a Western education primarily for the
Western colonists who established their society on top of an indigenous civilization.
Despite being a minority in the population, the white colonists nevertheless dominated
the political and economic as well as the cultural and educational scene.
In French Canada
A third pattern was that of the British and the French who went to North America to
establish their particular fragments of European civilization, paying relatively little or
no attention to the indigenous societies they found in their way, striving mainly to
ignore them or to drive them away. As it turned out, the version of education
transplanted to the British colonies of the Atlantic seaboard of North America

